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About This Game

Eldritch is a first-person action game inspired by roguelikes, immersive sims, and H. P. Lovecraft.

Unearth ancient secrets and find your way to freedom!

Sneak, fight, and explore strange worlds!

Invoke mystical powers to augment your play style!

Randomly generated levels provide fresh challenges and opportunities!

Unlock shortcuts to jump directly to deeper dungeons!
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Now includes the free Eldritch: Mountains of Madness expansion!

Explore a 10-story dungeon beneath the mountains of Antarctica!

Face frightening new monsters!

Wield new weapons, powers, and tools!

Uncover grave secrets in the depths and live to tell the tale!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

DirectX: Version 9.0c
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Pretty neat RogueLike.
Graphics are minimalistic but very clear, sounds are awesome, and sometimes real ominous.
Difficulty-wise, it shouldn't take many tries to beat once you get the hang of it.
There IS some challenge though on different levels.
Combat and gameplay in general feel smooth.
Pick this up if you enjoy these types of games, it's nice.. Very good graphic stylization, very good dark claustrophobic
atmosphere, NES hard unplayable.. A perfect example of why the term "rogue-like" is largely not a turn on for me. The pitch
for this approach to content is generally as follows: infinite replayability. That's the idea anyway. The levels are generated
randomly every time, so the experience is never the same twice! Well, technically that is true, but in terms of the actual game-
play experience, it means a bunch of very similar, forgettable spaces built mostly of modular parts over and over again. The
content is random, but it's rarely interesting. This is particularly true of Eldritch's blocky, Minecraft-esque caves.

So, the key to a compelling rogue-like\/rogue-lite is not "random levels" and permadeath. The key is deep and interesting game
systems that create a variety of interesting scenarios on their own and force the player to problem solve on the fly. Basically, I
think a good rogue-like should be fun to replay even if you removed most of the "rogue-like" elements. It should be a game that
can play-out in a variety of interesting ways with exactly the same content. With that groundwork, the level randomization can
add just a bit more variety or, at least not detract too much from the overall experience. A lot of rogue-lites avoid addressing
this problem by dressing up boring gameplay mechanics with unfair difficulty and bloated unlock systems.

Eldritch seems to lean towards difficulty (after the first level at least), but that could just be my patience running out. The core
game-play isn't particularly interesting and the progression systems are largely bare-bones. I recognize and respect a lot of its
influences, immersive sims in particular, but the similarity to that style of game is largely pretty superficial. It's possible that I've
missed something very interesting, because this game does little to explain itself or its systems, opting instead for abstruse
narrative tidbits mostly presented in written notes and such. I started skipping them very quickly. All the rogue-like elements
really accomplish is making you repeat uninteresting sequences when you make mistakes, but each time the world blocks are in
a different configuration! Yay.

Eldritch is an interesting concept that falls apart in the execution. There simply isn't enough going on with the core game-play
systems and as a result, the inherent weaknesses of level layout randomization are more obvious. You wander around in spaces
that all pretty much look the same, picking up the same handful of items (you can only carry 2 weapons\/throwables at a time
for whatever reason), fighting (or sneaking past, I guess?) a fairly small number of enemies with very simplistic behaviors.
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XILOST Current State of Xilost.:
Hello, Now we have our steam store page to show our games to Community you might wondering what is the current state of
the game. well, the current state is Developing all base system make our game have a Mission, Objective, Enemy, Fps Mechanic
and level design, I'll keeping update show a base system to you and your advice how it should be so we can improve it before the
game going to be an open beta. you can see some of our work on
Youtube  or  Facebook [facebook.com].

Thank for your attention on this and see you around Agent.
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